
welcome!  

I am so excited that you are here!

I always like to ask first:  WHY are you 
here?  (some of you know, some of you 
were drug by someone, a variety of ways!)  
The bigger point is:

To heal a pain, (be it real, be it as an 
investor or a relationship) 

•

To grow as a Rock Star•
or... you're a skeptic and you're 
looking for a way to prove that you 
cannot grow

•

Either way, get excited!  have fun!

TIY is a complete system!

Success based•

NLP○

Science based•

Blends ancient and new•
Challenging•
Controversial in places•
Tools rich•
Experiential•
REAL•
Occasionally scary!•
DELIVERS•
Embeds any and every "school"•
It is not motivational•
It is not cheerleading•

Introductory video!
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Embeds any and every "school"•
It is not motivational•
It is not cheerleading•
It is not therapy•
It REQUIRES motion•
Great news - not additonal!  It 
replaces old you

•

Success, outcomes, healing money, 
love, health, spirituality, and so much 
more!

•

Books and tapes○

Webinars○

Memberships○

Courses○

College level curriculum○

Coaching certified○

Complete mulit-year programs○

Ranges from:•

What YOU can expect:

Baseline•
Assessment•
Education•
Cutting-edge•
Results•
Accountability•
Looping and new Growth•
As much as you can DREAM and... 
MORE!

•

NOW... here's a big moment!

you have a lot to do in 
the first 10 to 14 days!

(cover your opening letter plus 
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(cover your opening letter plus 
attachments)

Before we meet you will have between 6 
and 15 hours in...

(why such a wide range?)

MOW•
Cut down MOW•

Option 1 - 90'○

Option 2 - add 7 tools, 2+ hrs○

Option 3 - 6 more hrs!○

Videos•

I will have approximately 1-2 hours at 
least... 

I am often asked why the "entry" is so 
hard, why the "barrier to success" is so 
high?

What I can tell is  that this is a significant 
life decision, so you want to know that 
you are committed and in...

(not that we won't let you out!)

The MOW is a "before" photograph

if it dredges up mud, dissociate•

I emphasize, this is not designed to 
relive pain, it is designed to get at 
your operating system software

•
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NOW, part of your journey here is:

the importance of journaling / 
mission logs

•

AND, 

Know two more important things:

One of the reasons why A LOT of 
people don't change is that 
"breakthrough = fear/fail up"

1.

you are going to get stuck. There are 
going to be occasional bad days and 
tough times, and specially "in the 10"

2.

More than ever, that is when you 
need to reach out to me because I 
probably have 30 different tools to 
offer you a precisely focus tool(s) on 
what you're "stuck-ness" is all about

OK?

Any questions?

Are you ready to do this?

Let's GO!  I will see you very soon!
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From: William Sumner - Embrace The Inevitable You 
Sent: Today's date
To: John Doe, Jane Smith
Subject: Beginning Paperwork 

It has been such a great pleasure to speak with you all!

(all future communication to the group as a whole will occur in 
Infusionsoft. All individual e-mail’s back and forth with me look like this, and 
are from my Outlook. Group e-mails are in my CRM software.)

I'm very excited to get you into the program and get you started. Per our 
conversation, here is your opening paperwork. Don’t get overwhelmed, it is 
the hardest chunk of work that you will likely ever do for me. Take your time 
with it... Have FUN with it! Write or call me with any questions, and let me 
know that you received this so that I know that the lines of written 
communication are open.

Remember, we meet __________  or (the 3rd Tuesday of every month, 7:00 
p.m. MDT)  or ____________  – mark your calendar! Our meeting this next 
month is on July 15th . You will get your webinar link generally by the day 
before.

This is going to rock your world, I promise you! There is a lot of information 
to digest here, so if you have any questions at all, please give me a call at 
720-261-0006.

Here are your action steps:

1.     Acknowledge receipt.
2.    Sign waiver and fax or e-mail pdf (unless you have any questions on 

E-mail you will receive:   Introductory video!
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1.     Acknowledge receipt.
2.    Sign waiver and fax or e-mail pdf (unless you have any questions on 
it. Then call me with your questions.)
3.     Fill out the MOW. Let me know in your acknowledgement when you 
would like to have it to me. Be sure to include the photo’s as requested. It is 
COMPLETELY CONFIDENTIAL.
4.     Once you complete the MOW (and be sure to ENJOY it!) I will send you 
a set of videos, they are roughly 2 hours (7 of them) (or 4.5 hours depending 
on your program)  (or 6 more hours, depending on your appetite!)  they will 
give you even more preparation for our first session! This step is very 
important to the process. If you have any challenges or issues, don’t 
hesitate to call!

Now, you do have one big choice here: if the MOW seems to be 
overwhelming, too hard, or you do not wish to share that much detail with 
me, there is now available a lower entry requirement. However, realize that 
what you put into this course is what you will get out of it. If you give me the 
full-blown MOW, I can do more specific work for you and your 
psychology. Therefore, if you wish the lower entry, the only thing I request 
that you send me is two sections: the biography and the calibrations. If that 
is all you send me to get you started... I am fine with that. I would hope that 
you wish to give me more, however, I understand at times that does not 
match your chosen entry. Either way, you are still going to learn a lot and 
have your success psychology rock!

Any questions? Call or email at any time! 303-859-7070 or 
william@theinevitableyou.com.
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